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1.0

Executive Summary

This whitepaper explores how ‘Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)’ and ‘Bring Your Own App
(BYOA)’, mobility, and the consumerization of IT has impacted how technology is adopted in the
workplace, discussing key issues and challenges facing IT when protecting company documents
and data.
With the consumerization of IT, the tables have turned on employers. BYOD/BYOA trends are driving
a significant shift in power from the IT group to the end users. With applications readily available to
users on mobile devices via cloud-based services and tech-savvy employees using these
technologies just as frequently in their personal lives as they do for work, some IT organizations have
become spectators, as employees become the decision makers, choosing exactly what devices and
applications they use in the workplace.
For employees in today’s workplace, the simplicity of being able to sync all content to a mobile device
so they can view updates to documents (by others) as they happen and access the latest versions, is
fast becoming essential. For businesses these trends can yield a number of benefits including
increased productivity, improved customer service, and greater team knowledge through collective
interaction on content. The Centre for Economic and Business Research has illuminated in a recent
report1 that worker productivity is nearly five times higher today than it was in the 1970s – and is set to
increase by another 22% by 2020. Much of the future gains will be attributable to enhanced ways of
working.
With competition among businesses at its highest and globally dispersed teams being required
to work together effectively, both employees and organizations have a clear business need for
enterprise-ready file sharing and collaboration tools. Yet in practice, implementing a highly secure,
adoptable, adaptable, and easy-to-use tool is proving to be challenging for IT. No longer worried
about the devices people use but the data they are accessing and sharing, IT groups, as the
guardians of company data, must meet the needs of users by providing intuitive and easy-to-use
applications that let them work the way they have become accustomed to, while facilitating secure
collaboration.

1

Centre for Economics and Business Research, “O2 Individual Productivity Index; How ICT technology drives the UK office economy”,
22 October 2013
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2.0

The Battle for Control

Recent research by AIIM and Workshare2 surveyed 4,000 global organizations revealing that 62%
of employees are already using their personal devices in the workplace, be it smartphones, tablets,
or laptops. The same research found that 69% of employees are bypassing corporate policies and
opting for free file sharing services to share corporate documents.
Moving away from corporate-owned devices means users can download the consumer-based file
sharing applications they know and love. These apps e.g. Dropbox, as a popular example, tend
to be the ones that users have primarily enjoyed using in their personal lives and have brought
with them into the enterprise based on a need for the functionality.
While the use of personal devices and consumer-grade file sharing applications provide a number
of benefits to the user, they have created significant difficulties for the IT department, presenting a
number of data security threats and inefficiencies for the business. Major issues that can arise from
using unsecure and personal file sharing application are:
• Version control
Version control becomes more difficult as content becomes siloed. Different versions of a document
can exist alongside each other and teams can spend time unknowingly updating the wrong version if
it is hard to track which the latest version is and who is currently working on it. This can be a huge
drain on resources and prove damaging for a company’s reputation if the wrong document (version)
is shared or published.
• Data security
It stands to reason that getting the job done under tighter time requirements may get in the way
of any underlying requirements for security. By their nature, given they derive from sharing nonbusiness files, personal file sharing applications are unlikely to adhere to strict, corporatedefined, IT-enforced data security requirements and policies.
• Lack of transparency
Since they operate outside the control of IT and governance requirements, the necessary audit trail
and recording of how and with whom files are being shared is unlikely to be provided by personal
file sharing applications.
• Compliance and risk
For companies dealing with sensitive documents and data, ensuring that the handling of such
documents/files complies with industry regulations is vital. However, with employees often sharing
documents from personal accounts and consumer-grade applications, compliance can prove
difficult and risk of data being exposed is ever present.
IT often fights for rigorous policies that help to address the above issues and keep information secure,
helping the organization to maintain complete control of its intellectual property. This is a fight that IT
departments must win. When corporate documents are downloaded onto personal devices via
consumer platforms, businesses lose visibility into what happens to that document/data. They could be
forwarded to other parties or edited and shared without approval. If the device is lost, anyone could view
or share your sensitive documents.
The Reality of Risk
Forrester’s report 'Market Trends: Secure File Sharing and Collaboration in the Enterprise, Q1
2014'3 confirms that as employees engage in collaboration and file sharing, they do so from various
device types. Users seek to sync files across devices for easy access on the go. This poses the
risk of employees inadvertently losing or exposing sensitive information – often with no intended
malice.
2 Workshare and the Association of Information and Image Management (AIIM), "Workforce Mobilization: Bring-Your-Own Device", 6
November 2013
3Forrester

Research, Inc., “Market Trends: Secure File Sharing and Collaboration in the Enterprise, Q1 2014” by Heidi Shey, with Stepanie
Balaouras, Kelley Mak, 4 February 2014
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The report highlighted that in 2013, out of 1,460 publicly reported cyber events, 325 were caused by
a data governance failure, representing 22% of incidents overall.
According to the report, human error in addition to data security policy and data handling
process failures are common causes of data breach and security incidents.
Case Study: Georgia Department of Labor
In September 2013 an employee at the Georgia Department of Labor accidentally emailed an
internal file containing names and Social Security numbers of 4,457 Career Center customers to
1,000 recipients. Even in cases where the correct files are shared with the intended recipients, many
firms are still blind to what happens to their data after that point. The risk here is that those
recipients could forward the file and information to others that should not be privy to it.

Consider Metadata Risk
With human error being one of the major causes of data breach and security incidents and recent
reports of government snooping, companies are paying close attention to metadata and the risks
it could potentially pose to them. Businesses are rebuilding their strategies around privacy and
trust to protect their intellectual property and to ensure that employees act responsibly.
Metadata is hidden data that exists within documents. While invisible to the naked eye, metadata can
actually cause more damage if exposed than the visible contents might. Metadata exists in various
documents in many shapes and forms, from track changes in a Microsoft Word document or
geo-location data in a digital photo to document properties (such as title and subject author in PDF
files) and hidden columns in Excel spreadsheets (see figure 1 overleaf).
While metadata is valuable for organizations to leverage internally, if shared externally, hidden data
such as track changes can expose highly sensitive information to unintended recipients and create
gaping security holes, not to mention cause extreme risk to reputation.
Through policy enforcement, file sharing and collaboration applications can ensure that all company
intellectual property and proprietary information hidden in document metadata remains secure and
private by removing all metadata before it is shared. This provides IT groups with full control over
what documents and data are shared with whom, while letting employees work how they want to
from anywhere, on any device, without the risk of company data being inadvertently compromised.
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Figure 1: Automated metadata removal tools can prevent users inadvertently sharing sensitive metadata.
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3.0

A CIO's Perspective

As discussed in this report, there is a requirement for IT to understand the needs of users,
including how they engage with and collaborate on sensitive documents/data. A focus group hosted
by Workshare brought together 20 CIOs to discuss ‘User wants vs IT needs’. The discussion
revealed that although some of the companies they represented have banned personal
applications being used at some point in time, the majority felt that it is impossible to police
everything their own users do.
Furthermore, in the ‘Workforce Mobilization’ report commissioned by Workshare 2, 56% of
responding organizations revealed that they have banned the use of consumer-grade, file
sharing and sync services. It is evident that businesses need to rethink their strategies
and policies to avoid employees using non-sanctioned applications.
The focus group of CIOs believed that users will find ways around restrictions on IT usage that seem
unreasonable or overly strict and highlighted that IT departments need to understand the way
people work and enable them. This includes their daily processes and workflows, taking into account
devices and software (tools) and the way they want to work (processes, time, and place).

3.1

Remove Risk

The focus group strongly believed that users do not understand the risks of divulging, losing, or
leaking data, stating that training users or automating systems so that users do not have to think
about risk is the only way to ensure security.
Tips for identifying weak spots in security:
• Listen and learn
What is the weakest link? Spend time with employees to identify the processes that represent the
highest potential for risk.
• Seek out risk
Try to expose the risk by taking a high-value business document through a usual workflow that
involves remote working or sharing it with external people.
• Watch what’s happening
Monitor email and leverage specialist monitoring tools to identify large data flows, repeated
attempts to access blocked services, and use of banned devices. From doing this, you can
identify weak spots and surface these to managers.
• Provide solutions that address the weakest link
Provide solutions along with a vital educational context that will make sense to the employees
concerned. Remember, only if users adopt a new procedure or tool will the exercise succeed.
When asked if they were hoping to provide systems that function as an alternative to email, but
which are just as secure and easy to use, all CIOs in the group said they have developed a ‘failsafe’ method for auditability on paper. They are also applying their learnings to email and looking to
see what new technologies they can implement in order to evolve their systems.
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3.2

Gaining a Competitive Edge

With secure cloud technologies highlighted as an effective way for IT to automate processes and
a safe alternative to email, will IT rush to adopt cloud alternatives or are there other factors that
need to be considered? The focus group of 20 CIOs voiced the opinion that it would take one or
two big players to be early adopters and successfully utilize cloud technologies, showing
competitive advantage by winning more business and/or proving efficiencies, to start a shift
towards mass enterprise adoption.
Technology is changing the way in which businesses operate and will help them meet some of the
challenges they currently face. The question is how long will it take businesses to embrace the
change?
The time when IT groups could dictate how users work and what apps they can use has passed. In
fact, this has not yielded the advances in productivity and efficiencies that were predicted. The
consumerization of IT has created a different model. Previously businesses drove the users, but
now the user drives some of the key business decisions.

3.3

Provisioning Secure Collaboration

In light of the above, IT groups wanting to provision a secure and easy-to-use cloud
collabroation application have a number of requirements to fulfill to successfully manage
this. These requirements are set out in a report (cited on page 4) by Forrester3, which found
that for the majority of organizations considering secure file sharing and collaboration
solutions, the ability to set file access permissions is of primary importance. Yet the report
also highlighted that there are many more data control requirements.
These include:
• Authentication
• Device pinning
• Content management and workflow
• Encryption
• File expiration
• File retention management
• Integration with other security tools and technologies
• Password protection for files
• Remote wipe
• Reporting capabilities
• Watermarking
Within Forrester’s data security and control framework, the data control, policy enforcement, visibility,
and reporting capabilities provided by secure file sharing and collaboration solutions help to support a
holistic data security and control strategy.
File sharing and collaboration applications are seen as a way for IT groups to securely enable their
employees to work on mobile devices, but there are a number of barriers to making content
available on the move. It is important that IT groups break down these barriers in order to ensure
that documents and data are not compromised when employees work remotely (i.e. from client
sites, at home, or when travelling).
©2014 Workshare. All rights reserved.
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4.0

Mobilizing Content

It has become apparent that mobilizing content directly from systems of record is critical as the
BYOD trend continues. Internal and external collaboration is required for business success, yet
current collaboration and Document Management Systems (DMS) and Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) systems lack necessary cloud and mobile support. Research by AIIM and
Workshare4, which polled more than 80,000 AIIM community members, revealed that there is a
strong market need for cloud-based enterprise solutions that extend on-premise ECM systems
for synchronized and secure collaboration.
Cloud-based file sharing and sync services are accelerating collaboration both inside and outside the
firewall, but the research revealed only 23% of organizations provide enterprise-class solutions. This
is driving users to use unsanctioned applications, which can lead to unsecured business content
being inadvertently leaked.
While collaborating outside the firewall is a key driver for success for the majority of organizations,
60% of respondents confirmed that existing ECM solutions do not extend into the cloud or mobile
devices to enable collaboration beyond the office. 50% of respondents also believe their organizations
have shortfalls in technical support for internal collaboration, rising to 71% for external.
This study reaffirms the need for agile, enterprise-class collaboration solutions that keep employees
productive and secure. Applications must extend secure collaboration beyond the firewall in order to
give users a simple way to access and collaborate on content, while also enabling IT to control
document management by retaining an audit trial.

Figure 2: The mobile ecosystem

4Workshare

and the Association of Information and Image Management (AIIM), "AIIM Industry Watch: Content Collaboration and

Processing in a Cloud and Mobile World", 01 April 2014.
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4.1

Leveraging an ECM and DMS

Integration with existing ECM and DMS systems will allow workers to collaborate with teams and
external parties without leaving the secure DMS or ECM environment, satisfying IT’s need for
complete data security and control and leveraging existing investment in these solutions.
Through the integration, applications will enable IT to have complete control and visibility over how
users collaborate, maintaining a full audit trail even when a file is being collaborated on outside of the
DMS/ECM. IT can also enforce corporate data policy by choosing data location options and, for the
highest levels of security, ensure data is retained on-premise by selecting a hybrid deployment option.
Applications that bring a full set of collaboration capabilities and allow users to create, edit,
and sync documents between the DMS/ECM, and any device will soon be seen as crucial.

Case Study: Garrigues
Garrigues, the largest global law firm in Spain, selected Workshare to enable its workforce of over
2,000 employees to securely compare, share, and collaborate on high-value documents without
the risk of inadvertently exposing sensitive information.
With offices around the world, Garrigues faced a number of security issues with clients turning to
unsecure, consumer-grade file sharing applications to share large files with attorneys. One of the
major reasons for using Workshare was its ability to integrate with the law firm's legacy document
management system. Workshare's integrations include HP Worksite, Microsoft SharePoint, EMC
Documentum, Open Text, IBM FileNet, Network drives, Worldox, Alfresco, and Oracle.
Garrigues is able to enforce policy to ensure all metadata is removed by default, preventing
inadvertent leaks of “hidden data” and allowing users to continue to work as they always have. The
law firm can also control how documents are accessed and shared and can maintain a full audit trail,
even after the document has left HP Worksite’s environment.
Cesar Mejias, IT Director at Garrigues, commented, “Many attorneys aren’t aware of the security
issues surrounding metadata left in documents, and this is a major issue for law firms. As an
international law firm, we cannot risk information being leaked. Having reviewed a number of
applications, we selected Workshare as it met all of our requirements for ease of use and control.”
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5.0 Deployment Options: For Total Control
A final consideration for businesses is which deployment model would best suit the company. There
are multiple ways to deploy secure file sharing and collaboration solutions. When making this decision,
businesses should consider the sensitivity of the documents and data that employees handle: whether
they must abide by any industry regulations and whether there’s a need to keep their company
documents and data secure or private - and based on this assess the company’s risk tolerance.
Security and data-control considerations aside, it is critical to understand both business and workforce
needs before choosing an option.
The traditional public cloud model allows businesses to deploy a collaboration application without
having to free up space on internal company servers to support the system. However, by storing data
in a public cloud, businesses accept that their company documents and data could potentially be
spread across a number of different data centers in various locations and jurisdictions. A private
cloud deployment model requires hosting the application and data on internal servers, which can be
expensive.
Many online file sharing solutions offer a solely cloud-based solution where both customer data
and the collaboration apps and administrative control plane are stored and executed in the
vendor’s (cloud-based) data center. Given the limited control over company data and potential risks
associated with public cloud offerings, research by analysts at Enterprise Strategy Group (ESG)5
asked 4,000 respondents using a public cloud model about their views.
The report, ‘The Demand for Online File Sharing Solutions’4, revealed that 84% of organizations
currently maintaining corporate online file sharing accounts leverage the public cloud deployment
model. More than two-thirds (69%) of respondents said they were extremely interested in a hybrid
cloud model that provides the ability to store some if not all data on-premise. More than half of the
online file sharing non-adopters (i.e. those organizations with no current interest in or plans for
implementing online file sharing services) said that they would be interested to some extent in an
online file sharing service that would enable them to store some or all of their file data on their own
on- premise storage resources.
In a public cloud model, the service provider is responsible for storing and providing access to
company data. For example, if the service provider experiences an outage or security breach,
customers may not be able to access their data until service is restored, or they may find sensitive
data has somehow been compromised. There have been numerous high-profile breaches in the
online file sharing space in the last year, including probably the most well-known public cloud solution,
Dropbox. The ability to retain some or all data on premise gives IT the peace of mind that they can
manage more sensitive or mission-critical files in the company's own data centers, where security and
availability policies have already been established.
A number of organizations, particularly large enterprises, have made significant investments in building
on-premise data storage and infrastructure. Therefore, it is no surprise that recent research revealed
41% of companies would pursue alternative online file sharing deployment options in order to leverage
existing resources/infrastructure.
Despite storage being relatively inexpensive in public cloud offerings, if an organization wanted to
store all their data in an online file sharing application, they would need to find a way to migrate their
existing data, which can be extremely time consuming and expensive. This seems to be especially
true among current online file sharing users, who have actual experience with these services and may
be better positioned to complement public cloud offerings with on-premise resources.

5 ESG

Research, Inc., "ESG Report: The Demand for Hybrid Online File Sharing Solutions", by Terri McClure, 4 February 2014
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It is important to highlight that more than one-third (36%) of organizations currently using a cloudbased online file sharing service have concerns over the accessibility of public cloud-resident data to
third parties. This is likely due to the “Snowden effect”. If the cloud provider has both the data and the
keys to the data, as many cloud-based OFS providers do, they must turn data over to law enforcement
agencies in the event of a subpoena. Also, in the case of recent Snowden revelations, the government
may forbid the service provider from telling a company that their data was even requested.
The report by Enterprise Strategy Group (ESG)5 cited earlier showed that interest in an “aggregator
service” – a single access and management interface for multiple file storage technologies – is
significant.
IT is under great pressure to leverage the investments they have made in IT infrastructure and to
maintain control over today’s increasingly mobile workforce. A hybrid cloud model addresses these
issues head on and gives IT the visibility and control needed to mitigate risks associated with mobile
collaboration.
When it comes to documents, one of the main responsibilities of IT is to manage risk and maintain
control. Businesses have spent years and money investing in infrastructure and document
management systems to store content, standardizing the tools used to create them, and formalizing
the processes people use to share them.

Figure 3: Workshare's Hybrid cloud infrastructure allows organisations to retain full control of documents within
the confines of their IT infrastructure.
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6.0 Enabling New Working Practices
In enabling new ways to securely share files and data, what are organizations looking for in a solution?
Forrester’s Market Trends3 report cited earlier reveals three main pillars of activity that organizations
look to file sharing and collaboration solutions for:
• Sync
File sync is a desirable feature for mobile workers, frequent travellers, or those who regularly work
on multiple devices to access their content. Today, over half (55%) of information workers in
North America and Europe who use a tablet for work use file sync and share tools. 5% of these
workers use these tools continuously throughout the day.
• Share
Content sharing helps support activities like sales enablement, by providing sales teams and field
reps with anytime access to collateral and up-to-date information, distributing operations manuals
and documentation to field technicians and workers, and distributing financial documents such as
board packs and regulatory filings. Some firms even use sharing solutions for software delivery to
customers or to distribute training materials. Secure file sharing solutions can support a host of
other industry-specific activities as well.
• Collaborate
This typically involves editing, commenting, and annotated-markup capabilities to enable multiple
parties to work together on a single document. Common use cases include marketing content
creation and publication, legal document collaboration, due diligence, sales and finance, and
M&A activities. Research universities or pharmaceutical companies can use collaboration
solutions to mobilize data and exchange notes relating to research studies or clinical trials.
For organizations in semi-regulated or highly regulated industries, data security will also be a
crucial consideration when evaluating viable solutions. Suitable applications should offer IT the
capability to protect their data and to audit and report on all activities they support.
6.1

Enforcing policy

As protectors of company data, IT is responsible for enforcing policy and procedures around data
usage, minimizing loss, and keeping sensitive information secure. Data is the lifeblood of a whole
organization, and the amount being generated is growing rapidly, so the question is, “Who is
responsible for the organization’s data?”
The end user is the creator of data. Their interaction with data is near constant, but often users do not
feel any responsibility for protecting it.
To truly protect data, responsibility must be shared across an entire organization – both IT and end
users. End users create data/documents, so it makes sense for them to determine to what degree the
information is sensitive, valuable, or critical. They need to work with IT to ensure that the appropriate
level of protection is put in place around that information. If documents are stored in a cloud
collaboration application, for example, the business manager would need to ask the IT department to
secure it and put controls in place to ensure only specific people can access, share, or collaborate on
the document. An ongoing education program is a requirement for success moving forward.
Relations between users and IT are not always smooth. Constantly hearing the word ‘no’ from IT
when it comes to consumer device usage or social media can frustrate users. As part of implementing
an IT policy strategy, IT needs to educate end users on what’s acceptable and what isn’t, as well as
provide appropriate tools that ensure data security while still enabling end users to do their jobs.
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7.0 The Job Function of the Data Guardian
With IT striving to provide easy-to-use solutions that enable employees to share and collaborate on
documents both internally and externally, while ensuring all documents and data remain secure, IT is
no longer seen as the barrier but the enabler and guardian of company data. With this, IT should
meet users’ needs for simple file sharing and collaboration applications that enable mobility and allow
them to remain productive, no matter what device they are using or where they are working.
Further still, the Data Guardian should help employees and users:
• Service clients better
To avoid the potential for chaos of mobile working, IT specifically needs to retain control of data and
keep track of documents when they reach mobile devices. In a typical scenario, an author wants to
send a document directly from HP Worksite (iManage) to a client for review and approval. The client
wants to review the document on her/his iPad. The author wants to see any comments, react to
them quickly, and get the document to completion early, all while on the move. IT needs to prevent
the document from leaving the control of the organization and ending up in an unmanaged location,
without an audit trail tracking the entire process.
• Locate shareable, secure data where it needs to be
Classically IT has been forced to make a choice between opting for undesired geographical data
locations in the public cloud and accepting unfeasible, untenable costs of running a fully private
cloud. As the Data Guardian, IT should insist on another set of choices that ticks all the boxes.
• Extend systems of record
Simplifying movement between DMSs like HP Worksite (iManage) and the new world of online
file sharing, beyond the firewall and beyond the team, is what users need to do to remain
competitive – for example, sharing information with a partner or sending a document for review to
clients. IT has a responsibility to mitigate risk, creating a closed-loop system, and maintaining a
full audit trail, all with a solution that fits the workflow of the user.
Today non-IT professionals are using consumer devices (smartphones, tablets, laptops) and making
them work in a corporate world. It used to be that IT would control the vast majority of the IT functions
– the classic “standard” Windows desktop, a private network and VPN, a system of record for
document management like Sharepoint, HP Worksite (iManage) or WorldDox, with a
combination of sanctioned email (normally Outlook) and FTP sites for sharing documents.
The advent of the tablets and smartphones changed that, and there is a realization that IT will never get
back that control.
As a consequence IT is no longer the custodians of that entire line of sight – from DMS to productivity
tools through email. But the role is shifting to one of enabling, with IT there to help guide and
influence the tools and techniques of the new breed of professional consumer.
Control of the data must not be relinquished by IT. Instead, they need to reinforce their position as
the Data Guardian. The company is absolutely reliant on IT to fulfill and excel in that role.
As Data Guardian, IT understands the needs of the business and the needs of the users. IT must
provide users with the infrastructure and tools they need to do their job better. That means
understanding and matching their aspirations by providing useful software that they love using in
order to satisfy their requirements for mobile/BYOD working and enable them to be successful in
today’s hyper-competitive world.
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8.0 Conclusion
The “Rise of the Data Guardian” highlights an evident shift in how IT is approaching collaboration
and mobility. It is no longer about banning devices but understanding how employees want to work
and the processes and workflows specific documents go through in a review or collaboration cycle.
IT must adopt technology and practices that enable users, while enforcing policy that removes any
risk associated with sharing or collaborating on that document.
To enable users, IT must adopt/adapt applications that allow the users to remain productive from any
mobile device. Cloud-based software is one way to successfully mobilize content, however IT must
ensure that any application implemented is enterprise-ready and provides a high-level of security to
ensure that documents or data cannot be inadvertently shared (see figure 4).
A crucial part of the decision-making process when considering a cloud-based application for file
sharing and collaboration is whether to choose a public, hybrid, or private cloud. In understanding
workflows and processes, IT must assess if the documents they handle as an organization are
sensitive and whether there is a need to control where documents are held (e.g. in a specific country
or under a specific jurisdiction). For semi- or highly regulated industries, data control is paramount.
For complete control, IT should deploy a hybrid cloud model which will allow them to choose exactly
where their documents and data reside, ensuring that they comply with industry legislation and that
data privacy is not compromised.
A question that often arises for IT is whether to ‘rip and replace’ current infrastructure or implement
new technology that integrates with legacy systems. With companies having invested huge amounts of
budget in ECM and DMS systems, which hold years of company information and intellectual property,
it no longer makes sense to go through costly ‘rip and replace’ processes. IT should look at ways to
extend their valuable IT infrastructure by implementing file sharing and collaboration applications that
integrate with existing systems. This approach will help IT become enablers, letting their users
collaborate, while maintaining the control they need to fulfil their role as the Data Guardian.

Figure 4: User Wants vs IT Needs
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